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FP Corporation was established in July 24, 1962 as a specialist manufacturer of food
containers, as used in supermarkets, convenience stores and other food stores. Produce a wide
range of food containers designed to enrich food culture and the way eat on a daily basis. Also
have a long standing commitment to the environment, and have established both “tray to tray” and
“bottle to tray”recycling systems using the unique FPCO Method. FP Corporation has 795
employees (FPCO Group: 4,032 Group).
According to the corporation philosophy which is creating superior products at competitive
prices and delivering them to our clients when they need them.FP Corporation’s containers are
high value-added products with various functions, including packaging, transport, storage, heating,
and meal preparation.Food containers manufactured by FP Corporation support eating habits in
many different ways. Food containers are indispensable to the delivery of food from production
centers to households in the process of food production, processing, distribution, and sales. The
use of food containers provides many different advantages. The food containers are at work
behindthe-scenes to help supermarkets and convenience stores provide consumers with safe and
secure food.
Product recycling system that FP Corporation used is FPCO Method. The FPCO Method
involves turning recovered trays and bottles into raw materials, and then making them back into
rays. FPCO cannot recycle trays and bottle on its own. Recycling is an all-inclusive process that
needs everyone to lend a hand. Once used trays and bottles have been collected by supermarkets
and other such stores, they turn back into raw materials at FPCO’s recycling plants and then
reborn as new trays. These recycled trays is Eco Tray or Eco APET.
Appropriate disclosure of corporate information. FPCO always discloses corporate
information in a timely, fast and impartial manner. Securities reports, brief announcements of
consolidated financial results, press release, and other information are made available in the
Shareholder Information section in FPCO official website (http://www.fpco.jp), including:
• Performance highlights
• Financial Data
• Analyst Meeting
• Stock Information

FPCO conduct shareholders-focused management in accordance with three basic policies:
creating superior products at competitive prices and delivering them to our clients when they read
them, and plan to increase FPCO coroporate value and achieve target of net income of 250
yen/share. FPCO regards providing shareholders with an appropriate return as one of its important
goals. FPCO basic policy is to make continuous and stable dividend payments while increasing
profitability and financial standing.

